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Abstract 
The 2019-2020 Hong Kong Protests began as a response to a controversial extradition bill that 
stoked fears of Beijing’s growing influence over the proceedings of Hong Kong’s government. 
They have since grown to encompass calls for democratic reform. The protests began with peaceful 
marches, but escalated as they dragged on through the summer. News coverage on the events of 
the protests differ greatly between the state-run outlets and other sources. Protesters made use of 
slogans, slang, and invented characters on their signs and other paraphernalia in protesting the 
actions of the government authorities and the police. This paper analyzes the contents of the 
reporting of events by state-run news and other independent reporting, and of the protesters’ 
messages through the signs, posters, graffiti, and other resources that are available online. 
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1. Introduction 
The 2019-2020 Hong Kong Protests is the latest movement that has citizens of Hong Kong calling 
for further democratic reforms in the Special Administrative Region. The protests broke out in 
response to a bill that was proposed in February of 2019. The proposal of the Fugitive Offenders 
and Mutual Legal Assistance in Criminal Matters Legislation Bill stems from a murder case that 
took place a year prior in February of 2018. Chan Tong-kai, a citizen of Hong Kong, murdered his 
girlfriend, Poon Hiu-wing, while the couple was vacationing in Taiwan. At the time there was no 
standing extradition agreement between Taiwan and Hong Kong, meaning that the Taiwanese 
police were unable to arrest Chan after he left the country to return to Hong Kong. The proposed bill 
would solve this problem by establishing such an agreement; however, mainland China was to be 
included in this new agreement. This was the central cause of concern among many Hongkongers, 
as there were fears that this could be abused by the Chinese government. People believed that 
anyone who was critical of the government could be arrested and sent to mainland China, essentially 
becoming victims of political kidnappings. Many also viewed this as another step to tighten the 
mainland’s grip over Hong Kong, and another blow to the “one country, two systems” policy 
established upon Hong Kong’s return to China in 1997. 

Citizens concerned with the implications of that proposed bill began organizing demonstrations 
to speak out against it as early as March of 2019, but these were fairly spread apart and disjointed. 
It was not until June of 2019 that the protests fully broke out as the date of the scheduled reading 
of the bill in the Legislative Council, 12 June 2019, quickly approached. From that point on, 
tensions between the protesters and the government continued to rise, which led to increasingly 
violent confrontations. 

While it is true that violent measures were used by both sides in some of the clashes between 
police and protestors, the source from which an outside observer receives the news could entirely 
shape their perception of events and potentially skew their judgement. Chinese state-run news 
media outlets had the tendency to portray the protesters as the aggressors, and often pointed to 
their actions as being illegal and threatening to the order in Hong Kong society. These portrayals 
would be done in order to free the police and government from any accusations of wrongdoing by 
placing the blame on the protesters. Other independent news reporting displayed more of a 
sympathetic viewpoint toward the protesters. Neutral reporting still placed some level of culpability 
on the police in the cases of violent clashes with protesters, as opposed to the state media entirely 
blaming the protesters for initiating the confrontations. In some cases, there would be discrepancies 
between factual information from both sides. This would range from reports on attendance to photos 
taken out of context to fit certain narratives. Based on these factors, one can see how powerful a 
tool news reporting can be in a situation such as the 2019-2020 Hong Kong Protests. 

In the midst of the protests, Hongkongers were very innovative in their use of language. They 
developed their own slang, which in some cases served as code to avoid implicating themselves in 
crimes or unintentionally revealing plans to undercover police. Protesters also made use of Kongish, 
a language unique to Hong Kong consisting of Cantonese and English code-switching. Outsiders 
from the mainland would be unable to understand Kongish, making it useful for communicating in 
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secret. Many pictures, posters, and slogans used by the protesters feature this language, and it is 
very popular amongst the protesters online on social media sites. With the passing of Article 23 of 
the Basic Law, the anti-sedition law, on 1 July 2020, any protest signs, even blank ones, could be 
considered sedition. Protesters have to be creative with their messages. 

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 consists of the news reporting 
on the Hong Kong protests by state-run media outlets as well as by independent outlets. Section 3 
contains analysis of the language used by the protesters, with focus on the use of uniquely created 
graphs for signs, posters, etc. Section 4 provides some concluding remarks.  
 
2. News of the protests 
Depending on the sources that one uses to read about the 2019-2020 Hong Kong Protests, the 
situation can be interpreted in different ways. Some sources make it clear that there is a bias 
towards one side of the protests. Even factual information would be falsely reported in some cases 
in order to create a narrative that fits the agenda of the reporter. The spreading of disinformation has 
been a tactic most notably used by the authorities throughout the protests, especially as the feeling 
that the protests were a threat to the Chinese Communist Party grew over time. This feeling 
coincided with the protests gaining support and growing in scale. Along with this growth came 
increasingly stern responses from figures of authority as tensions rose, with the state-run media 
following suit in their coverage of the protests (Gomes 2020). 
 
2.1 Authorities’ perspective and tactics  
At the outset of the 2019-2020 protests, officials from both mainland China and Hong Kong were 
consistent in maintaining their support for the police. They pushed the narrative that the perpetra-
tors of any disturbances of the peace were the protesters. While the tone of the language used 
would shift over time, the message at the heart of their statements would remain the same: the 
police were in the right, while the protesters were wrong for taking such extreme actions. Xinhua 
News, China Central Television (CCTV) News, and The China Daily are some of the largest state-
run media outlets, and were used extensively in China’s efforts to create a narrative that is 
sympathetic towards the government all while vilifying the protesters. Reports coming from these 
sources typically disparaged protesters and condemned their actions. 

One tactic frequently used by those on the side of the authorities was deflection. The authorities 
deflected the root cause of the protests, deflected responsibility over their use of force, and 
deflected when it came to answering the demands of the protesters. Chinese officials frequently 
blamed the protests on foreign interference, most notably on the United States. 

Disinformation, a tactic used by Chinese media on more than one occasion, has been frequently 
employed throughout the 2019-2020 Hong Kong Protests. In addition to using the news to spread 
disinformation, the Chinese government turned to social media to push their desired narrative. 
Social media websites such as Facebook and Twitter, both banned in mainland China but not in 
Hong Kong, were used in China’s disinformation campaign. These two companies, along with 
Google, all removed accounts from their services that were found to be connected to the Chinese 
state and used to share disinformation and sow discord in Hong Kong (Wood et al. 2019). 
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Very often deflection and disinformation go hand-in-hand. For example, the Chinese govern-
ment deflects responsibility for the breakout of the protests by claiming it was the result of foreign 
meddling, then uses disinformation to back these claims. China has claimed that the U.S. is the 
“black hand” (Higgins 2019) orchestrating the protests and has propagated deceptive photos and 
videos meant to support this idea, such as one showing a Caucasian man labeled as a “foreign com-
mander” providing the protesters with information about police activity (Yan 2019). 
 
2.2 Comparison of state and independent media outlets 
By comparing news coverage of the same events by the two different types of sources, one can 
more clearly see the difference in the information that is provided to the public. This would also 
serve to make the motives behind the reports clearer. 

The early protest events were not as frequently-occurring as they would become in the summer 
of 2019; however the Chinese state-run news networks made efforts to downplay them in whatever 
way they could. The tactic commonly employed at the early stages of the protests was disinfor-
mation. Most of the reporting on attendance numbers at the marches, or demonstrations staged by 
the protesters, varied drastically from the reports put forth by other sources. The first of the large-scale 
protests took place on 31 March 2019. Organizers estimated that 12,000 people took part in the 
march while authorities claimed it was only around 5,000 people, not even half of what the organi-
zers stated. Similarly, on 28 April 2019, the total number of people marching in opposition of the 
bill was downplayed by the authorities. Authorities claimed that the peak number was 22,800 
people compared to the 130,000 people claimed by the organizers of the march. The difference in 
this case was even greater than the previous example, as the peak suggested by the police is only 
17.5% of the peak suggested by the event organizers. The march opposing the extradition to China—
反送中 Fǎn sòng Zhōng—held on 9 June 2019, was the largest protest in Hong Kong to date. Major 
discrepancies were reported on attendance numbers. Police placed the peak number of attendees at 
around 240,000, whereas others put the number closer to 1.04 million. The number suggested by the 
police is only around 23% of what others claimed. A China Daily article (Li 2019) presented the 
police’s estimated attendance numbers alongside the claim that others had marched in support of 
the extradition bill and pledged support online. They claimed that over 800,000 people pledged 
support for the bill. Interestingly, this number combined with the 240,000 reported by the police adds 
up to 1.04 million people, potentially giving credibility to the attendance total provided by the march 
organizers. The authorities would have good reason for spreading disinformation regarding protest 
attendance numbers. Lower numbers would support the narrative that the protests do not have large 
support among the people of Hong Kong, making it less likely that people would want to join in 
on the side of the protesters. 

Another incident that saw very conflicting reporting occurred on 11 August 2019. A young 
woman was shot in the eye by a police beanbag round, severely injuring her. This woman’s injury 
became a symbol that many protesters would rally behind, as it represented the violent tactics being 
used by the police in response to the protests. Most of the reports coming from independent sources, 
such as the Hong Kong Free Press (HKFP) and South China Morning Post (SCMP), maintain the 
possibility that the injury was caused by someone other than the police. A 23 August 2019 SCMP 
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article states “protesters say she was hit by a police beanbag round,” while other articles use “alleged” 
or “reportedly” when referring to the source of the projectile that injured the protester. State-run 
media do not leave the same possibility for uncertainty, going so far as to proclaim their innocence 
in the headlines of articles. The Global Times published an article on 12 August 2019, very shortly 
after the incident, stating that “No evidence shows police shot HK protester in the eye,” going so 
far as to quote a former officer’s statement saying that “it was technically impossible for the police 
to shoot her in the eye.” CCTV News went as far as putting out false information about the injured 
protester. In an article posted on 12 August 2019, CCTV News (2019) claimed that the woman was 
shot in the eye by a protester rather than a police officer and are shifting the blame, calling the 
claims “可笑” kěxiào ‘ridiculous/absurd.’ They also used pictures in an attempt to frame the 
woman by making it appear as though she paid people to join in the protests, furthering the 
narrative that the protests are being incited by an outside source; however, the woman pictured 
was not the same as the one that was injured (Feng and Cheng 2019). The coverage of this incident 
demonstrates the tactics discussed earlier, deflection and disinformation. The state-run news 
shields the police from blame by deflecting it towards the protesters. They provide quotes from 
individuals that support this narrative, only sharing ones that serve to disprove claims that the shot 
that injured the woman came from the police. CCTV News’ use of false photos of the injured woman 
is representative of their strategy of disinformation. For those that only receive their news through 
these state-run networks, they would likely believe the narrative that the police were completely 
innocent in this situation and that the protester was dishonest based on her portrayal. 

The 12 November 2019 standoff at the Chinese University of Hong Kong (CUHK) was another 
event that saw very different reporting from state and independent news sources. The most notable 
difference in coverage of this incident is omission of certain details by the state-run media. Other 
news sources provide details of the protesters’ side as well as the police’s side, whereas the state-
run news outlets detailed descriptions of the violent actions and weapons being used by the 
protesters but omit these details for the police. In addition to this, the protesters’ actions are used 
to portray the police as the victims of unprovoked violence. A Global Times article (Yu and Li 
2019) headlined “Mobs turn campuses into Syria-like war zone,” posted on 13 November 2019, 
stated that protesters were informed “that if they could guarantee to not throw Molotov cocktails, 
then the police would retreat,” but despite this “the rioters continued to throw Molotov cocktails 
after the police retreat.” This characterization of the protesters as a “terror-instigating” relentless 
group of people is used to build support and sympathy for the police, the protectors of society that 
“welcome any solution that can end the chaos.” This is a characterization common to articles 
published by state news outlets: the police are reactionary, most often brought into clashes by the 
protesters attacking them. Comparing this to independent sources, one would get a completely 
different idea about the clashes at the CUHK. In describing the standoff between police and 
protesters at the university, the SCMP (Power and Tobin 2019) stated that the clash broke out 
“with protesters and police trading petrol bombs for hundreds of rounds of tear gas.” This article 
was posted on November 13, the same day as the Global Times article that portrayed the police as 
the victims of a one-sided attack. The Hong Kong Free Press (2019) posted a similar article on the 
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same day, stating that there were “volleys of tear gas being fired and Molotov cocktails thrown in 
return” in the fight between protesters and police. The state news outlets would have people believe 
that the protesters are always the aggressors, and tend to focus on their use of weapons. This would 
only be one side of the story, and would only be beneficial to the authorities in harming the 
reputation of the protesters. 

The Chinese government has extensive control over the media content that people within the 
country can consume. By presenting heavily censored or selective news reports, state-run news 
outlets can effectively create propaganda. In the case of the Hong Kong Protests, this would be pro-
police and nationalistic propaganda. By presenting the protesters as a group that is smaller than it 
is in reality, supported by foreign governments with ill-intent, as well as extreme and violent, the 
government can cast the protesters as the cause of problems in Hong Kong society. Their portrayal 
of the protesters also serves to limit Hong Kong sympathizers in the mainland, as well as prevent 
other regions with contentious relationships with the government from becoming inspired to begin 
protesting as the Hongkongers have (Feng and Cheng 2019). The great discrepancy between the 
narratives put forth by state-run media and the independent sources show the power of news 
reporting, as well as the importance of choosing sources wisely. 
 
3. The language of protest 
The protesters found many ways to give voice to their goals and aspirations. These may be in the 
form of language—shouted, chanted, sung, or written—or other means, such as creation of protest 
art, adoption of symbols of resistance, including color choices (e.g., yellow from the 2014 protests; 
black for T-shirts for anonymity and solidarity), essential gear for protection and anonymity (e.g., 
goggles, face masks, umbrellas, homemade shields, helmets, yellow construction hardhats), etc.  

This section deals with language, with the voices of the protesters through the visual medium, 
where dead seriousness and humor co-mingle. An example is the three-character slogan first used at 
the 9 June 2019 march (Dapiran, cited in Hui 2019a), opposing the extradition bill: 反送中 Fǎn 
sòng Zhōng (Faan2 sung3 zung1) ‘Oppose sending to China.’ The phrase contains an impish pun 
on 送中. As with 送鐘 (giving a clock as a gift, a no-no), 送中 is homophonous with 送終 sòng-
zhōng (sung3 zung1) ‘to pay one’s last respects’! 反送中, thus, has the double entendre of ‘Oppose 
sending to death.’ That day, the protesters wore white, the color of mourning.  

It is worth noting here that 反送中—as well as the seemingly innocuous phrase of encourage-
ment, 香港加油 Xiānggǎng Jiāyóu (Hoeng1 gong2 Gaa1 jau4) ‘Go, Hong Kong!’ (literally, ‘Hong 
Kong, add oil)—were both swiftly censored and blocked by Sina Weibo after that protest (Cindy 
2019; Liberty Times Net 2019). Still, the four characters of the latter slogan were surreptitiously 
camouflaged by the brilliant brushstrokes of Taiwan writer, Neal Wu (吳子雲). His 12 June 2019 
Facebook page (Wu 2019) shows a calligraphic, vertical display of the two graphs for Hong Kong 
(香港), where he briefly instructs his readers to rotate their smartphone 90 degrees counter-
clockwise. In doing so, 香港 ‘Hong Kong’ magically becomes      (加油 jiāyóu (gaa1 jau4) 
‘Go!’), displayed horizontally. Thus, gleefully hidden within the graphs for 香港 is the censored 
slogan, 香港加油 ‘Go, Hong Kong!’ Needless to say, Hongkongers loved it. The slogan can be 
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playfully displayed using an animated gif to rotate, counterclockwise, a vertically-oriented “香港” 
to yield a horizontally-oriented “加油.” (Not surprisingly, the graphs for Hong Kong (香港) were 
also used as a vessel for embedding, in a contrasting color, important dates in the protests, such as 
八一八 bā-yī-bā (baat3 jat1 baat3) ‘August 18’ (i.e., 8-1-8), or words of resistance, such as 反抗 
fǎnkàng (faan2 kong3) ‘revolt, resist.’) 

Other strategies were also adopted for the many slogans that were typically polysyllabic and 
were displayed in Hongkongers’ preferred traditional Chinese script. They may, for example, be 
intricately embedded into single graphs (合文 héwén ‘compound graphs’). Four categories of 
orthographic creations are proposed here: (1) tranßcripted graphs, containing mixed scripts, (2) 
compound graphs, composed of two or three characters, (3) complex compound graphs, composed 
of four or more characters, and (4) derived graphs, where the form of a graph itself is altered.1 

3.1 Tranßcripted graphs 
The first category, tranßcripted graphs, reflects the use of Kongish, with the mixing of Chinese 
and English, Hong Kong’s two official languages. The examples in (1) comprise a mixture of 
letters of the Roman alphabet and Chinese characters fused and contracted into single graphs. The 
tranßcripted graphs in (1a-c) are based on those in Li and Zhu (2019:156). 

(1) Examples of tranßcripted graphs 
 a. 

 

‘Oppose China, Destabilize Hong Kong’ 
  . Graph composed of 反 fǎn (faan2) ‘oppose’ + 中 zhōng (zung1) ‘middle, China’  
   + 亂 luàn (lyun6) ‘chaotic’ + HK 
    

 b. 

 

‘Thief/Seller of Hong Kong’ 
  . Graph composed of 賣 mài (maai6) ‘sell’ + HK + 賊 zéi (caak6) ‘thief, traitor’  
   
    

 c. 

 

Hong Kong Independence 
  . Graph composed of 獨 dú (duk6) ‘alone, independent’ + HK 
   
    

 d. 

 

1st line: ‘Freedom-HI’   //  2nd line: ‘Freedom West’ or ‘Freedom HI’ 
  . 自由 zìyóu (zi6 jau4) ‘freedom, liberty’ + HI is embedded inside 門 
  . 閪 (hai1) ‘(female body part)’ is split into 2 graphs, 門 and 西.  
   

Examples (1a-c) are from the 2014 Umbrella Movement, and may potentially have re-appeared 
in the current protest. All three graphs assert Hong Kong (“HK”) identity in some way, including 
the use of traditional Chinese characters. (1a) is the most complex, expressing defiance in opposition 
to China and the chaos brought to Hong Kong. The graph in (1b) is composed of the sequence, 賣
HK 賊 mài HK zéi (maai6 HK caak6) ‘traitor to Hong Kong,’ formed by analogy to 賣國賊 
màiguózéi (maai6 gwok3 caak6) ‘traitor (to one’s country),’ thus serving to denounce those whom 
the protesters view as selling out Hong Kong. (1c), the simplest, with only two components, 獨 dú 

 
1 The graphs displayed in the examples here were created informally specifically for our illustrations in this paper.   
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(duk6) ‘alone, independent’ and ‘HK,’ advocates Hong Kong independence. The final example, 
(1d), is from the 2019-2020 Protests, and is quite complex. It will be discussed later in conjunction 
with (2b). 

3.2 Compound graphs 
Examples of compound graphs (合文 héwén) and their variants are given in (2). Compound graphs, 
and the more complex variety, also appear in their full, multi-character forms in signs, posters, 
graffiti, post-it notes on the Lennon Wall, T-shirts, etc. As with tranßcripted graphs, compound 
graphs may involve the deletion of some components to produce more balanced, aesthetic forms. 

(2) Examples of compound graphs 
 a'. 

 

a''. 

 

‘Gangster cops’  
   . Graph, with 2 graphic variants, is composed of 黑 hēi (hak1) ‘black’ 

   + 警 jǐng (ging2) ‘police’ 
     

 b'. 

 

b''. 

 

‘Freedom-Hi’ 
   . Graph is composed of 3 characters,自由 zìyóu (zi6 jau4) ‘freedom, 

  liberty’ + 閪 HI (hai1) ‘(female body part)’  

Compressing several Chinese characters from a slogan into a single graph, or (合文 héwén), 
creates an extremely powerful message, as such polysyllabic slogans can easily be seen and quickly 
read from afar. To keep such graphs from being unwieldy, contraction is used to delete and replace 
one or more components without loss of meaning. Of the two variants in (2), the first retained part 
of the deleted component, 言 yán (jin4) ‘speech,’ thus hinting at a deleted component. 黑警 hēijǐng 
(hak1 ging2) ‘gangster cop’ (literally, black + police) appears in signs, posters and graffiti by 
themselves and may combine with longer slogans. 黑 hēi (hak1) here refers to 黑社會 hēishèhuì 
(hak1 se5 wui2) ‘criminal underworld, triads.’ The term expresses the protesters’ outrage in their 
indictment of the Hong Kong police colluding with pro-Beijing triads. The contracted form has a 
monosyllabic pronunciation in Cantonese, for which Hui (2019b) provides the formula, “黑警切.” 

In other words, the character is pronounced following the 反切 fǎnqiè principle. The pronunciation 
of hing2 would be the result of taking the disyllabic word, 黑警 hēijǐng (hak1 ging2), and using 
only the onset of the first syllable and the final of the second syllable: h(ak1 + g)ing2 = hing2.2 
Intriguingly, (2a) can further combine with 鐵 tiě (tit3) ‘iron, MTR’ (Mass Transit Railway), by 
having itself replace the interior component, 壴 zhù (syu6) ‘drum,’ in 鐵, as can be seen in posters 
critical of the collaboration among the police, the triads, and MTR. 

As a compound graph or in its full form, 黑警 appears on numerous placards, posters, graffiti, 
etc. One example, from an incident mentioned in Section 2.2, is 黑警還眼 hēijǐng huán yǎn (hak1 
ging2 waan4 ngaan5). Literally ‘black police return eye,’ the phrase is rendered ‘An eye for an eye,’ 
as a response to the police severely damaging the eye of a reporter after firing rubber bullets at a 
crowd. This Kongish expression serves as a scathing response to the forceful actions of the police 

 
2 Note that Hui (2019a) assigns Tone 5 (Yangshang 陽上) to 警, so that the pronunciation she gives is hing5. 
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that resulted in the injury. Note that 黑 and 警 can separately refer to organized crime and to the 
police, or the local slang term, ‘popo.’ Hence, the transposed ordering, 警黑, has also appeared by 
itself in signs held up by protesters as well as occurring frequently in slogans and posters. Examples 
include: 警黑勾結 jǐnghēi gōujié (ging2 hak ngau1 git3) ‘Police and gangsters collude,’ and 警黑鐵

合作 jǐng hēi tiě hézuò (ging2 hak1 tit3 hap6 zok3) ‘Police, gangs, and MTR collaboration.’ The 
large number of slogans containing 黑 and 警 attest to the protesters’ distrust of the police and their 
scathing attack on perceived police collusion with local triads.  

Perhaps the most interesting example linguistically here is (2b'), due to the rich flowering of 
creativity, in appearing in both the contracted form and the full, trisyllabic form on signs, graffiti, 
garments, and even on bright yellow hardhats. The phrase, 自由閪 zìyóu HI 3(zi6 jau4 hai1, or ji 
yau hai, in Kongish), is rendered in English as “Freedom-Hi” (or “Freedom high”) due to the third 
syllable sounding like hi(gh) in English. On its origin, Lo (2019) offers a succinct account on a 
short video clip from 12 June 2019 that captured a stand-off between protesters and the Special 
Tactical Squad (a subdivision of the Police Tactical Unit). She writes, “In the video, a particularly 
incensed officer is seen to be shouting, ‘Come out! Motherfucker, ji yau hai!’ From here on, the 
‘freedom hi’ saying began to pick up steam … With anti-police sentiments at an all-time high in 
Hong Kong, the expression has come to signify resistance against the government.” Any 
uncertainty on the exact words heard was quickly dispelled. The protesters mischievously co-opted 
the curse and created a graph for it, shown in (2-b'), and displayed it proudly as their batch of honor! 
The graph spawned (2-b'') and the tranßcripted graph in (1d). While (2b') and the full three-
character form are the most frequently seen, the imaginative variants also sell well on T-shirts and 
other peraphernalia.  

The second line in (1d) even gave rise to the phrase, “Freedom West,” since 西 can be read as 
the character xī (sai1) ‘west.’ To further add to the complexity, the graph 西 is also ambiguously 
used as a variant of 閪, such that one also encounters the phrase, 自由西, as an orthographic variant of 
自由閪! This phrase even found its way into the name of a song, composed and sung by David 
Cheang, as well as two-line ditties that could be chanted: 寧做自由閪! // 不做極權龜! Níng zuò 
zìyóu HI // Bù zuò jíquán guī (Ning4 zou6 zi6 jau4 hai1 // bat1 zou6 gik6 kyun4 gwai1) ‘I'd rather 
be a freedom HI, and not a totalitarian turtle!’ A more folksy variant is: 寧做自由閪 // 勿做縮頭龜! 
Níng zuò zìyóu HI Wù zuò suōtóu guī // (Ning4 zou6 zi6 jau4 hai1 // mat6 zou6 suk1 tau4 gwai1) 
‘I’d rather be a freedom HI, and not a head-retracting turtle (i.e., a coward)!’ 

3.3 Complex compound graphs 
Complex compound graphs are illustrated by the example in (3), consisting of a full curse of the 
police, 黑警死全家 hēijǐng sǐ quánjiā (hak1 ging2 sei2 cyun4 gaa1) ‘Gangster cops, death to your 
whole family!’ Appearing also as a hashtag on Twitter and Instagram, #黑警死全家, the phrase 
expresses the protesters’ deep animosity towards the Hong Kong police for their violent treatment 

 
3 As 閪 is strictly used in vernacular Cantonese, its popular appearance in Kongish as ‘Hi’ (or ‘HI’) is adopted here in 
lieu of attempting to transcribe in Pinyin romanization. (It also appears, though somewhat more rarely, as ‘high.’)   
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of them. Unforgivingly, one occasionally encounters a second line rhyming with the first: 死完爸爸

死媽媽 Sǐ.wán bàba sǐ māma (sei2 jyun4 baa4 baa1 sei2 maa4 maa1) ‘Dad dies then mum dies.’  

(3) Example of complex compound graphs 
 

 

‘Gangster cops, death to your whole family’ 
 . Graph composed of 黑警 hēijǐng (hak1 ging2) ‘black cop, gangster  

  cop’ + 死 sǐ (sei 2) + 全家 quánjiā (cyun4 gaa1) ‘whole family’ 
. It is created based on the graph shown on the right, used by the 
  Chinese as they celebrate Chinese New Year (Spring Festival). 

However, even in anger, the protesters still found a way to put a devilish twist to their visual 
display in creating this five-syllable graphic form. It is designed similar to the graph on the right 
in (3), which is an auspicious saying used in celebrating Chinese New Year. The auspicious phrase 
is: 招財進寶 Zhāocáijìnbǎo ‘Bring in wealth and treasure.’ It is drawn as single-character posters in 
black or gold script on a red sheet of square paper, which is often rotated 45 degrees (as shown on 
the right), optionally with oriental decorative edging.  

Other examples of complex compound graphs also seen in their full form (Hui 
2019c) include 警權過大 jǐngquán guòdà (ging2 kyun4 gwo3 daai6) ‘excessive 
police power,’ and 五大訴求  wǔ dà sùqiú (ng5 daai6 sou3 kau4) ‘the five 
demands,’ the latter frequently paired with 缺一不可 Quēyībùkě (kyut3 jat1 bat1 
ho2) ‘Not one less,’ in reference to the protesters’ five demands, of which one is 
the demand to retract the characterization of the protests as ‘riots.’ 

3.4 Derived graphs 
The fourth and final category is that of derived graphs, exemplified in (4a) involving the alteration 
of a single graph, 共 gòng (gung6) ‘share, together,’ in the slogan in (4b').  
 

(4) Example of derived graphs  
 a.   from 共  gòng (gung6)        ‘share, together’  

 b'. 

 

b''. 

 

tiān (tin1)  ‘heaven’ ‘Heaven will destroy the CCP’ 
   miè (mit 6)  ‘extinguish, destroy’  

  zhōng (zong1) 
‘CCP’  

  gòng (gung6) 

Display of protest signs sporting the altered graph is both playful and subversive. In (4a, 4b'), 
共 gòng (gung6) ‘share, together’ is literally torn in half, thereby effectively destroying the ‘sharing’ 
and ‘togetherness’ conveyed in that graph, which just happens to be in the word for the Chinese 
Communist Party (CCP), 中共 Zhōnggòng (zong1 gung6)! By contrast, then, (4b''), where 中共 
‘CPP’ is intact, the slogan, while effective, misses the force and punch delivered by (4b'). 

In addition to the slogan in (4b), there are some protest signs that include a second phrase, 天
佑中華 Tiān you Zhōnghuá (tin1 jau6 zung1 waa4) ‘Heaven will protect China.’ Made explicit 
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there is the position that it is the CCP that is the enemy and not the country itself. The second 
phrase of some other signs focuses on the CCP: 全黨死清光 Quándǎng sǐ qīngguāng (cyun4 dong2 
sei2 cing1 gwong1) ‘The entire party will die out,’ while still others focus on Hong Kong: 復興香

港 Fùxīng Xiānggǎng (fuk6 hing1 hoeng1 gong2) ‘Revive Hong Kong.’ 
These examples provide a powerful illustration of the tremendous flair, creativity, and ima-

gination of these young protesters. Despite the duress that they feel, they took time to engage in 
the creation of new graphs that will forever sear into one’s memory the 2019-2020 Protests.  
 
4. Concluding Remarks 
The 2019-2020 Hong Kong Protests demonstrate the power of language. Both the authorities and 
the protesters craft clever statements in order to convey their desired message. The authorities care-
fully choose details on which to report in order to shape the narrative in a manner that is favorable 
to the Chinese government. As the Chinese government continues to crack down on the protests, 
the protesters modify their use of slogans and signs, including holding up blank signs, as they seek 
other creative and innovative ways to circumvent the new restrictions and continue to evolve the 
language of protest in Hong Kong.     
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